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Dropshot

Aim
So. 

You’ve sat down with me. I’ve sat down with you. There’ve been a load of  
snaffoos on my part, but somehow the ideas keep serving as enough glue 
for us to proceed.

Perhaps not forever. But for now. Let’s just pursue the notion at hand. 

You wanted me to make some t-shirts based on “graphics and imagery 
that harken back to advertising from the 40's-90's.”

If  I come across something that fits for the competitive line, proceed, but 
more important, “as many classic designs that you can put together with 
our budget.  We are looking more for quantity at this point.”



Dropshot

The How
You gave me certain inspirations, certain hopes and dreams. 

I study those. 



Let’s agree that they were widespread—the 40’s to the 90’s is a big span of  
time, and ‘advertisement’ generally is not concise. There’s probably a 
wealth to explore in 1959 Chevrolet ads alone. 

Holding a pickle paddle
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How,
Again

Given those inspiration, and the pictures you gave me which I’ll break 
down in a variety of  ways, I went and did my own scavenge. 

The Internet, like the human mind, is a bunch of  piles of  crap to draw 
from. The bigger the mind, the more piles. There is always something else. 
This is what creates potential and inhibits action. 

I’ve picked from a few places to sluice, else I could look forever. 

NYPL Digital Collections, Dribbble, and Google Images. You may know 
all or some.

Holding a pickle paddle
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Especially with a project that involves ‘historical’ trends, or ‘of  a time’ 
stuff, the New York Public Library Digital Collections has released nearly 
a million images for free use in a database searchable by topic matter, 
color, etc. 

It’s a great showcase of  open source, and I recommend a tour whenever 
you’ve free time.
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Direction
I re-read your email, and drew out the following directions to help again  
hem my imagination:

- Deconstructed Pickleball or Paddle
- Color - BLAUPUNKT
- Color - Flagship
- Copy Heavy
- Dialogue: interesting, funny, informative
- Kid’s Face
- Simple & Feminine
- Pickleball on the Brain

I optioned to refer to these as different categories to slide the t-shirts in.

Thus we narrow slightly.
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Juvenile
Now, the other thing I have access to that I can’t cite tangibly is my 
conversations with familiar folk. 

I got very excited about the project and ran a brainstorm by several 
beer-and-pizza nights to see what might be relatable to friends. 

I didn’t want to get too far away from the inspiration, which I shared. But 
I find no harm in including the play responses as research for your future 
developments. 
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When put to the question of  what she’d wear, a friend proposed the, 
perhaps obvious, juvenile pickle-nipple concept. 

‘I’d totally wear that,’ she said, laughing. 

I include it for her, obliging the fact that something so ‘low-hanging’ might 
be overlooked. 

A joke, but also kind-of  not.
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Juvenile
 Jokes,
  Cont.

I don’t know the game of  pickleball well: never played. The best account I 
could get would take time, or a dictionary. 

I looked up the vocabulary of  the sport and I’m not sure how common the 
phrases are used on court.

Citing this particular resource: 
http://www.pickleball.net/learn-to-play/glossary-terms.html



W H O  
FA L A FA L E D *

*As in: “Who hit the ball with little to no force  causing the shot to be extremely short.”

W H O  
FA L A FA L E D

With or without footnote.

The text reads: “As in: ‘Who hit the ball with little to no force causing the 
shot to be extremely short.’”



E AT
M Y

  D I N K *

*As in: ‘Eat my soft shot, hit so that it just clears the net and drops into the no-volley zone.’

E AT
M Y

D I N K

With or without footnote.

The text reads: “As in: ‘Eat my soft shot, hit so that it just clears the net 
and drops into the no-volley zone.’”
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Simple &
Feminine

It stood out to me that you wanted female shirts. Women are notorious 
shoppers. They’re a huge audience.  

I’ll be honest in saying I don’t think they’re shoppers for t-shirts, but that is 
an assumption, which are as often wrong as right. 

Gals do wear t’s.  

Open-eyed assessment of  women wearing t’s—thinking what sort of  
‘words’ or ‘graphics’ are used. 

I’ll be frank: I saw very few. 

If  anything was printed: 
- a lot of  patterns
- a lot of  ‘place references’ (e.g. Betsy’s Gym, North Dakota) 
- a few ‘HIT IT HARD’ or similarly motivating, ambiguous mantras
- the really odd ‘situational’ t-shirt (‘The Bolder Boulder 10k’; ‘I survived 
the Egg-Nog Challenge 1993’)
- bands, man
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This isn’t my work, but it’s where I’d start for a women’s pattern t.

Light’ish color, perhaps a pickleball flying through that pattern, altering 
the lines, or other pattern, slightly. 

That ball could simply be the Dropshot logo. Fairly easily done; it is a 
pickleball.



Dropshot

Colors, though, (and cut) are always more important than print. (That will 
be a dead horse from my kicking).

Here’s what Nike’s doing in relative proportions, color-wise. 

There is no shame in taking hints from trending design. 

We learn: black. We learn turquoise on lighter turquoise, with red edging 
towards pinks for accent. 

That’s flagship for them. 

For you?
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Angle to subvert yourself  eventually: the successful company changes each 
year, just a little, to keep up with the times. 

If  it’s a spike year, if  someone famous dies or a war starts, etc, I recom-
mend complete, patient stillness. Considerate grief. 

The way of  the Hermit Crab.

Unsolicited,
Related (but
only obliquely)
Advice
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In addition to Nike, here are some alternate gear colors mostly drawn 
from sites selling athletic gear to the elderly. 

Understand that a lot of  what I read of  people exercising at an old age is 
that most are not done convincing themselves their body is a temple. 

Some people are sarcastic—’I’m old but still with it’—but they still care.

Also, if  you read the comment sections of  a website that sells things, you’re 
likely to read the conversation of  the people that’ve bought there.. 

Pretty easy market research without leaving home.
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These colors can be applied over plenty of  patterns. Easy, simple patterns, 
vertical, horizontal patterns. 

My Grandma Dorla Jill makes hats, hundreds per year, for the homeless 
and charities. She watches Lifetime while doing so. She used to be in 
textiles, carpets. 

Her advice on hats, if  you do those? 

‘Kids don’t wear wool. They don’t like the itch.’ 

I doubt she’s tried merino wool yet.

But.

My
Grandma
Said
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Of  all the hats she made, this one blew me away. 

It’s elementary, I’ve never seen it before. The colors are vibrant and 
exciting. 

I thought it would make an excellent shirt.

I didn’t make it yet. 
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You were asking after more image-based prints, though, so I mostly just 
kept ideas like the last one on the backburner for when I had time.

I went after ‘old’, memory-laden images in an effort to go backwards in 
time. Back Up



Holding a pickle paddle

Dropshot
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Holding a pickle paddle



Holding a pickle paddle

Holding a pickle paddle,
minus name and cigarettes text

Dropshot



With a pickleball player Photoshopped in

Dropshot

You’ll see, Pickleball can’t be included in this age: this is before Pickleball 
even came out. Thus, we’re before the range of  the 40’s. 

However, I find several reasons to go here. 

1) People of  an older age do not simply love the stuff  from their time, but 
also those things of  their parents & grandparent generation.
 
2) We can build a history for Pickleball that doesn’t exist, necessarily. 
Because it will be staying around for awhile, we hope, yes? And because 
that’s fun to do.

Might I recommend going to the original Pickleball court on Bainbridge 
Island, getting a good picture or two, and using those as a t-shirt? 

I could run that errand.
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Before moving on:

I wanted images that could appeal to women. Men too, sure, but at least 
one good female image. 

And Alyssa liked the source material for these, so I trusted her judgement 
and modified them.

Gals



“

Graceful, whimsical and powerful in that poise or abandon. 
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That’s an effort at women’s. I don’t think it’s an easy knot to slice. 

I think I could use some more conversation with women, especially older 
ones, about what t-shirts they wear. Hit the ground hit the ground hit the ground.

But let’s move on, and backwards.
Gals,
Au Revoir
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The images that your boy did, the black and white ones, the bombers, the 
pin-up, Atlas: decidedly male, ‘power’ images. The object-girl, the power 
of  planes, the muscles of  a god. 

One can’t help finding memories of  the War out of  that, if  one wanted to. 

And if  we’re looking at older, athletic folks, we may as well look to propa-
ganda and ads out of  the war times. If  just for shapes! I think the BLAU-
PUNKT ad gets us started, but what else. 

What else is memorable?

Men,
Or...
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I can’t help but want to merge several of  the things I’ve talked about. 

1) Powerful, ambiguous statements — (Just Do It) — that apply in sports 
and beyond.Mantras



Dropshot

FOR
DIG 

VICTORY
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2) the Vocabulary of  Pickleball.

Dig to
Dink



Dropshot

FORDINK 
VICTORY
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Generally I just want you to know that I think your logo is good. 

And that you should use it the way Nike would too. Bold and silent. 

I would not include your name often. I think the logo image is far more 
distillate. We’ve already talked about name. Go forward as you will, but I 
want you to know that I grew confident with the glyph.

Logo Use
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I’m not sure what sort of  conversational pieces people care to read on a 
t-shirt. 

The cigarette ad was interesting, and your suggestion for a ‘doctor’s 
orders’ or similarly humorous note could go a long way. 

I think I’d need your help on it to get it right, the same as I’d need your 
help on the ‘deconstructed pickleball’ or ‘deconstructed paddle’ to under-
stand what is in between the ‘constructions’, the ‘slices’.

—Perhaps just answer this question metaphorically and I could proceed 
illustrating it: ‘What would I find inside a pickleball?’ 

Copy, etc.
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Actually, this immediately gives me pause, because I ask myself  the ques-
tion: what’s inside the pickleball? 

I think ‘air’. It’s hollow. You can look in there and its insides are visible, it 
need not be cut open. 

But I recently went to the Kasuma exhibit at the Seattle Art Museum, and 
she had a ball, a big pink pickle ball, that you could look inside, and what 
was within, through that little hole? 

Kasuma



Infinity.

What if  that’s what was inside a pickleball?

Dropshot
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I think in a similar fashion, the ‘pickleball on the brain’ demands a bit of  
work on your part. 

What are the images are in your brain while pickling that would need 
‘arting’?Help!
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I kept my thoughts focused on this Doctor and his ‘fake facts’, or just on 
facts in general. And one thing you’ve kept in my mind is that pickleball is 
awesome, but its name draws too many pickle jokes. 

I scraped the internet for ‘vintage clip-art’, which is well and good but 
there’s not much ‘great’ unused stuff; you mostly have to make that. 

But, I did find this little gal. And I recognized her from somewhere.

Her face reminded me, in its seriousness, of  your seriousness about the 
game. 

And then I read an illuminating fact, remembered how much Alyssa’s dad 
loves SomeECards, and put it all together.



Dropshot

It’s not named for 
a food or a dog.

Read the Wikipedia.
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I just couldn’t find a good picture of  someone as thrilled as that kid. 

And granted, I was being time-sensitive, but I kept drumming up ‘serious’ 
folk. 



Dropshot

Yeah, great sport.

Lifetime sport. 

Great sport.”

“PICKLEBALL?
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In the black and white range, I stepped towards two quicker ideas I had, in 
the theme of  ‘round things replaced by pickleballs’.

Neither makes me blush with pride, but I think this ‘line’ could expand 
with the understanding that it’s a simple replacement of  the same ball in a 
variety of  places, alongside a black figure of  note. 

Your line,
cont.



Dropshot
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And then the last place I went to was that Blaupunkt image. 

What a cool shot, neat design, very selective. And also very potentially 
unique. 

Being derivative is almost inherent to the art of  print-making: they’re 
copies. But the original art that goes on the shirt, I always prefer it to be 
unique (for the sake of  humanities hatred of  sequels and clones). 

This guy, this explosiveness, these colors, this density of  graphic style and 
overall imagery really could settle into a consistent ‘trademark’ style. 

I think he’s not too modern but not too old; I think he’s not being done by 
illustrators much currently—and when I say he, I mean the way the 
figures body is composed, the shapes and degree of  ‘realism’— 

I think you’ve got a place to start.

For now I remained derivative and use the original figure but the style is 
what’s up.

BLAU
PUNKT



PICKLEBALL
DENVER
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I think the closest thing I could think of  like this in American marketing / 
graphic media was stuff  like Catch Me If  You Can-era Pan Am stuff, 1950’s 
‘new world’ imagery. 

And I think there were some travel and tourist posters at the time that sold 
places in the way you’re selling a sport: ‘Come to San Francisco!’ or just 
‘San Francisco!’ 

People like being associated with a place. One of  our main adjectives. 
‘Seattle-based writer Eric Westerlind.’ ‘Denver-based pickleballer Dave 
Franco’. 

Denver?





Dropshot

Knowing people often use that association, and knowing that most sports 
gear that’s bought is based on a team, why not begin them? 

A simple city glyph; find the major places people are playing, develop 
those.

 

I think it’s a harmonious marriage. And probably my best idea. Unisex.

You don’t have to fund the team. You don’t have to unite them. You sell 
them a shirt, and they’re on it. 

Team Denver. Team San Antone.

Teams
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I think I’ll leave off  there with t-shirts. I want to offer you with some 
closing thoughts that I’d hate to go by the wayside:

T-shirts from specific events sell better than anything generic. 

People want unique because people have limited memory. Unique reminds 
them.

Specific events, a nice template that the date can change on, can be bread 
and butter sales at tournaments.

Closing
Thoughts
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However, the more generic your message, the more people you can sell to. 

A magazine called ‘Life’ has a wider opportunity than a magazine called 
‘Electronic Gaming Monthly’. 

This does not equate to more sales, it equates to a wider potential sales 
pool. If  your message is fuzzy and broad, a niche, well-pointed message 
can outpace it.

Closing
Thoughts
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If  not obvious: a t-shirt is a message. 

What do you want to say? Do you want to say ‘Play Pickleball?’ ‘Pickleball 
is serious’, etc. 

I recommend writing it down and trying it out as a company motto. I 
think that’s what Nike did, then they turned it to the outside. 

Write a motto you can follow. Something you’d want to say and be willing 
to say over and over, that applies wide and cuts a problem the world has 
right through the bellybutton.

Closing
Thoughts
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This was a sketch I had. 

Hate wasting sketches. And I found the font.Bonus 
Idea!



U.S.S Enterprise made out of  pickle-paddles.

another frontier
yes, 



That should do for now. 

Sorry, always, for those missed meetings; I become more asynchronous the 
further disconnected I make myself. 

You met me midway through that process—a bit like telling someone you 
just hit with your car that you’re transitioning to only biking, which is why 
you’re out of  practice. 

Not fair to you guys. 

I’d love to keep working with you though.

Please consider continuing the contract. I’m happy to finish it out at the 
lowered cost, but I’d like to see some of  these ideas to completion, and I’d 
hate for you to pass it off  to someone who doesn’t care for them. 

If  that’s how it goes, I relent, of  course.  

A hat tip and goodday, sirs,
-ew

Thanks


